
 
 

 

Wagan Tech’s JumpBoost Power Supplies: All-in-one 
Convenience 

 
 

Safe, Powerful, and Compact Multi-Function Jump Starters 
 
Hayward, CA – October 31, 2016 - Wagan Tech® (Wagan), a leader in the high-
tech automotive accessories marketplace announces its newest addition to the 
Jump Starter & Power Supply line, the JumpBoost series. 
 
With a long and illustrious history of producing portable and powerful combination 
Jump Starter/Power Supplies, Wagan Tech has answered customer needs for  
a more compact and powerful device. Upgrading their widely popular power 
supply line with high output USB ports and high capacity jump starting capability 
while ensuring the user’s safety were the top priorities in developing the new 
JumpBoost line.  
 
“The new batteries are smaller than previous models, yet they output more power 
than larger sized competitor batteries” said Lance Kotsubo, Wagan’s Vice 
President. “We were able to enhance the batteries capability by building a battery 
that could safely discharge at a higher rate and a system that could maximize its 
potential”. 
 



At the heart of the JumpBoost is its purpose-built SLA battery. A battery designed 
specifically for jump starting, the new batteries offer thicker plates and larger 
terminals. Combined with an upgraded battery switch and thicker wiring to 
maximize current transfer, the entire JumpBoost line is lighter and more powerful 
than anything before it. 
 
Each JumpBoost Power Supply model features a powerful battery booster, air 
compressor, DC accessory socket, USB power port, AC and DC charging 
adapters, and an LED work light.  
 
The JumpBoost line will be available to the public in early January 2017. It will be 
showcased at booth #3438 during the 2016 AAPEX Show that runs from 
November 1-3 at the Sands Expo in Las Vegas, NV. For more information about 
the show, visit www.AAPEXShow.com 
 
About Wagan Corporation 
With over 35 years in business and worldwide distribution, Wagan is a leader in 
developing and manufacturing high-tech products such as power inverters, 
portable power supplies, solar powered units and other consumer electronic 
accessories.  
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